Which
Wrestlers
Entered
The Ring
Wearing A
Cloak?
Romeo
I think Kendo had a cloak of some sort if I remember rightly.I also recall Alan Dennison and
Pat Roach wore them briefly.Can anyone else recall any wrestlers entering with a cloak?
james morton
Go back to the days of Jack Pye.
powerlock
Black Jack Mulligan and he topped it off with a 3 corner hat. Also the Hells Angels also
wore short cloaks
Tom H
Dazzler Joe Cornelias wore a gold cloak, Doctor Death (Paul Lincoln) also wore a cloak .
And didn't the Hells Angels Bobby Barnes and Adrian Street enter the ring wearing cloaks.
Powerlocks mentioning of the Hells Angels.
David Mantell
Sid Cooper had a rather mangy fur cloak.
Mad Mac
John Quinn?
Bernard Hughes
Hi Mad Mac, I was going to say John Quinn. Certainly when he first appeared.
powerlock
Davy boy Smith wore a Union Jack flag as a cloak when he headed to the USA
A masked wrestler when coupled with a cloak seemed to confirm his evil intentions
especially if the colour was dark, a bit like the westerns the baddies always wore black
hats or shirts
SaxonWolf
I seem to recall Alan Dennison entering the ring in a cloak, early 70's?
Anglo Italian
What a peculiar topic, your reasons for it Romeo must remain cloaked in mystery.

But I am obliged to participate to mention Alan Garfield, who not only wore a cloak but
knew how to exploit it.
And of course Vic Faulkner and Fireman Bennett and Les Kellett when they won ITV's
Cloak of Gold.
Since mini-cloaks have crept in above - well, it was the sixties - we may need your
definition, Romeo, of what a cloak is? Or has Matey Dave nailed it?
For me a cloak needs to brush the floor.
Powerlock
Thinking about it surely a short cloak is a cape
Romeo
Must be below the knee almost to the floor. Powerlock's description of a shorter version as
a cape seems right to me.I think the Barrons wore capes but not 100% sure.
powerlock
I double checked the tag team countdown and the Barons did wear tabards but also found
the Artful Dodgers,the Black Diamonds and the Bengal Tigers all wearing cloaks
Mark Reynard
Wasn't there a masked tag team in red and black that wore cloaks? Can't remember their
name.
Hack
What about our old friends Les Diables Rouges?
ballymoss
I recall for a while that splendid "heel" "Docker" Don Stedman sported a cloak with a Union
Jack emblazoned on his back.Probably not quite the thing to do nowadays.

